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We generalize Wheeler-Feynman electrodynamics with a variational boundary-value problem with past and
future boundary segments that can include velocity discontinuity points. Critical-point trajectories must
satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations of the action functional, which are neutral-differential delay equations
of motion (the Wheeler-Feynman equations of motion). At velocity discontinuity points, critical-point orbits
must satisfy the Weierstrass-Erdmann conditions of continuity of partial momenta and partial energies. We
study a special class of boundary data having the shortest time-separation between boundary segments,
for which case the Wheeler-Feynman equations reduce to a two-point boundary problem for an ordinary
differential equation. For this simple case we prove that the extended variational problem has solutions with
discontinuous velocities. We construct a numerical method to solve the Wheeler-Feynman equations together
with the Weierstrass-Erdmann conditions and calculate some numerical orbits with discontinuous velocities.
PACS numbers: 02.30.Ks; 03.50.De; 05.45-a
I. INTRODUCTION
To overcome the lack of equations of motion for point
charges in Maxwell’s electrodynamics, J. Wheeler and
R. Feynman1,2 developed an electrodynamics based on
the minimization of the Fokker-Schwarzschild-Tetrode3–5
action to replace Maxwell’s equations. Besides hav-
ing sensible equations of motion for point charges, the
action functional seemed to point towards a canonical
quantization6,7 of the two-body problem, so far an unful-
filled promise8.
In a recent development, Wheeler-Feynman electrody-
namics was embedded in a variational boundary-value
problem9, henceforth variational electrodynamics10,11.
The development of Ref.9 was followed by a study of
the neutral differential delay equations of motion of the
electromagnetic two-body problem10,11.
Consistent application of variational electrodynamics
defines trajectories with discontinuous velocities among
the critical points of the variational problem10,11, hence-
forth broken extrema12. The conditions for a piece-
wise C2 extremal trajectory are (i) to satisfy the Euler-
Lagrange equations along C2 segments, which are neu-
tral differential delay equations, henceforth the Wheeler-
Feynman equations of motion, and (ii) at velocity dis-
a)author’s email address: daniel.souza@usp.br
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https://sites.google.com/site/jaymedeluca/
continuity points (henceforth breaking points), a broken
extremum must further satisfy the Weierstrass-Erdmann
continuity conditions for the partial momenta and partial
energies11,12, a system of four nonlinear equations at each
breaking point13. It is known that neutral differential de-
lay equations can generate breaking points13 which are
propagated along trajectories14. As regards some phys-
ical property of the two-body problem, it can be shown
that globally bounded two-body trajectories with vanish-
ing far-fields must have discontinuous velocities10.
The electromagnetic variational problem9 has bound-
ary conditions in past and future, which make it hard to
study numerically. Here we study the simplest bound-
ary value problem, having the shortest possible time-
distance between past and future boundary segments,
as explained in the following. For these, the variational
problem reduces to a two-point boundary problem11 (i.e.
a shooting problem for an ODE integrator15). We show
well-posedness and calculate some numerical solutions
of the variational problem with shortest-length segments
near circular orbits of large radii16,17.
This paper is divided as follows: In Section II we
introduce the variational boundary value problem. In
Section III we explain the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner
conditions for extrema with discontinuous velocities of
the boundary-value problem with shortest-length bound-
ary segments. In Section IV we develop the numerical
method for shortest-type boundaries and calculate some
numerical trajectories. In Section V we put the discus-
sions and conclusion.
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2II. VARIATIONAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
Here we consider the natural electronic units where the
speed of light, electronic charge and electronic mass are
c = −e1 = m1 ≡ 1. We henceforth use the index i = 1
to indicate electronic quantities and the index i = 2 to
denote quantities of the positive charge 2.
The variational problem is to find (extended) trajecto-
ries given by continuous and piecewise C2 functions of a
(real) parameter s→ xi(s) ≡ (ti(s),xi(s)) ∈ R×R3 ≡ R4.
Henceforth a dot over vectors of R4 denotes derivative re-
spect to the parameter s, i.e., x˙i ≡ dxi/ds = (t˙i(s), x˙i(s))
for i = 1,2. On regular segments the particle velocities
are recovered by the chain rule, dxi/dti = x˙i/t˙i. The
space R4 is equipped with the usual Euclidean norm
of R4 (double bars), defined by the inner product, i.e.,∥xi∥2 ≡ ⟨x˙i∣x˙i⟩ ≡ t2i + ∣xi∣2, where single bars ∣.∣ denote the
Euclidean norm in R3. To each vector v = (a,b) ∈ R×R3
we define its dual by v† ≡ (a,−b). A form that ap-
pears often is the (real) Minkowski bilinear form be-
tween two vectors v1 ≡ (a1,b1) and v2 ≡ (a2,b2), defined
by the scalar product with the other vector’s dual, i.e.,⟨v1∣v†2⟩ ≡ a1b2 − (v1 ⋅ v2), where dot denotes the scalar
product of R3.
Central to the construction of the variational problem
are the light-cone conditions
tj±(sj) = ti(s) ± ∣xi(s) − xj(sj)∣, (1)
for j ≡ 3 − i and i = 1,2, which are implicit conditions
for the trajectories. In Eq. (1) the plus sign defines the
future light-cone condition for particle i, while the minus
sign defines the past light-cone condition for particle i.
In Ref.19 it is shown that if trajectories are sub-luminal,
i.e.,
RRRRRRRRRdxidti RRRRRRRRR < 1, (2)
for i = 1,2, the light-cone conditions (1) have unique solu-
tions sj±(s). Henceforth a ± sign after the particle index
j ≡ 3 − i indicates a quantity of particle j evaluated at
the advanced/retarded argument sj±(s).
The variational two-body problem9 is defined by the
critical-point conditions of the action functional
S∶=∫ sLB
sO+ K2ds2 +∫ sL−sOAK1ds1 +∫ sL+sOAU−12ds1 +∫ sL−sOAU+12ds1,
(3)
where
Ki ∶=mi (1 −√⟨x˙i∣x˙†i ⟩) , (4)
and the interaction energy
U±ij(xi,xj±, x˙i, x˙j±) ∶= − eiej⟨x˙i∣x˙†j±⟩
2∣⟨xi −xj±∣x˙†j−⟩∣ , (5)
with i = 1,2 and j ≡ 3 − i, which has a non-zero denomi-
nator along non-collisional trajectories19. Henceforth we
specify for the attractive problem by setting eiej = −1
in Eq. (5). The first variation of (3) naturally decom-
poses in a sum of two partial variations, δS = δS1 + δS2,
as follows; (i) for variation δS1 trajectory 1 varies for
s1 ∈ [sOA , sL−] while trajectory 2 is kept fixed, and there-
fore the first term on the right-hand-side of (3) is a con-
stant term, I1. The remaining three integrals are over
ds1,
S ∶= I1 + ∫ sL−
sOA
L1(x1,v1,x2,v2)ds1, (6)
thus defining the partial Lagrangian L1 as the inte-
grand, and (ii) along variation δS2 trajectory 2 varies
for s2 ∈ [sO+ , sLB ] while trajectory 1 is kept fixed. To
calculate variation δS2 it is convenient to express func-
tional (6) with three integrals over ds2, plus a constant
term I2, as obtained using a change of variable on the last
two integrals of Eq. (3) to the other particle’s parameter
in light-cone condition (1)11. Since the problem thus de-
fined is totally symmetric, bellow we explain the critical
point conditions and equations of motion for particle 1
only. Form (6) with its integral over partial Lagrangian
L1 is used to calculate the partial variation δS1 and the
Euler-Lagrange equations of motion of particle 1.
The boundary conditions in past and future are de-
scribed in Fig. 1, i.e. (a) the initial point OA of trajec-
tory 1 plus the boundary-segment of trajectory 2 from
point O− in the past-light-cone of OA up to point O+
in the future light-cone of OA (dashed black triangle on
the left-hand-side of FIG. 1), and (b) the final point LB
of trajectory 2 plus the boundary-segment of trajectory
1 inside the endpoints (L−,L+) in the past/future light-
cone condition of LB (dashed black triangle on the right-
hand-side of FIG. 1).
Since past and future boundary segments are supposed
to be independent of each other, we must have that the
past boundary-segment of particle 2 does not interact
with the future boundary-segment of particle 1, in which
minimal case point L− is in the forward light-cone con-
dition of point O+.
Next we discuss the variational problem for piecewise
C2 continuous trajectories x1(s), x2(s) having mono-
tonically increasing time-components and satisfying the
above boundaries conditions. To calculate the first vari-
ation δS1 we assume trajectory xi(s) and its continu-
ous perturbation b1(s) are C2 inside the intervals si ∈(sµ−1, sµ) defined by the grid of possible discontinuities
sµ with µ = 1, ...,N . The perturbed trajectory is defined
by
3ui(s)=x1(s) + b1(s), (7)
and outside the grid of discontinuity points, s ≠ sµ,
u˙i(s)=x˙i(s) + b˙i(s), (8)
and for i = 1 satisfy the fixed-ends boundary conditions
b1(sOA)=b1(sL−)=0. (9)
L+L−OA
O+O− LB
t
x
FIG. 1. The boundary conditions in R × R3 are (a) initial point
OA ≡ (sOA ,x1(sOA)) of trajectory 1 and the respective elsewhere
boundary segment of x2(s2) for s2 ∈ [sO− , sO+ ] (solid red line); (b)
endpoint LB ≡ (sLB ,x2(sLB )) of trajectory 2 and the respective
elsewhere boundary segment of x1(s1) for s1 ∈ [sL− , sL+ ] (solid red
line). Trajectories x1(s1) for s1 ∈ [sOA , sL− ] (solid blue line) and
x2(s2) for s2 ∈ [sO+ , sLB ] (solid green line) are determined by the
extremum condition. Arbitrary units.
The first variation δSi induced by a trajectory vari-
ation (7) about a non-collisional sub-luminal trajectory
is19
δSi = µ=M∑
µ=1 ∫ sµsµ−1 [⟨∂Li∂xi RRRRRRRRRbi⟩ + ⟨∂Li∂vi RRRRRRRRR b˙i⟩]dsi
+ O(∥bi∥2), (10)
where ∥bi∥ is the norm of piecewise C2 perturbations,
∥bi∥ ∶= sup ∥bi∥ + ess sup ∥b˙i∥ + ess sup ∥b¨i∥, (11)
Integrating (10) by parts over each C2 segment to elimi-
nate the integral containing b˙i(s) yields
δSi=µ=N∑
µ=1∫ sµsµ−1⟨biRRRRRRRRR[∂Li∂xi − dds(∂Li∂vi )]⟩ds
+ µ=N∑
µ=1∫ sµsµ−1 dds ⟨bi(s) RRRRRRRRR∂Li∂vi ⟩ds. (12)
Since the bi(s) are continuous and vanish at the end-
points, the second term of Eq. (12) can be re-arranged
as
δSi=µ=N∑
µ=1 ∫ sµsµ−1 ⟨bi(s) RRRRRRRRR[∂Li∂xi − dds (∂Li∂vi )]⟩ds
− µ=N−1∑
µ=1 ⟨bi(sµ) RRRRRRRRR∆(∂Li∂vi )⟩ , (13)
where
∆(∂Li
∂vi
) ∶= ∂Li
∂vi
RRRRRRRRRsµ+ − ∂Li∂vi
RRRRRRRRRsµ− , (14)
is the (possible) discontinuity of partial momentum i.
For a critical point we must have δSi = 0 for arbi-
trary bi(s), and since the first term on the right-hand-
side of (13) is an integral and the second term depends
on the discrete values of bi(sµ) on the finite number
of grid points, each must vanish independently, yield-
ing (a) Euler-Lagrange equations piecewise, henceforth
the Wheeler-Feynman equations of motion, which can be
written for the spatial components as9
mi
d
ds
⎛⎝ vi(s)√1−v2i (s)⎞⎠=ei[Ej(s,xi(s)) + vi(s) ×Bj(s,xi(s))].
(15)
As shown in Eq. (29) of Ref.9, the fourth Euler-
Lagrange equation (for the time component) vanishes
identically if (15) holds. In Eq. (15), the Ej and
Bj stand for the semi-sum of advanced and retarded
Lie´nard-Wiechert fields of charge j18,
Ej ≡ 1
2
(E−j +E+j ) , Bj ≡ 12 (B−j +B+j ) , (16)
where the Lie´nard-Wiechert fields are defined by
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
E±j (si,xi) ∶= uij±(1 − v2j±)κij±r2ij± +nij×{uij±×v˙j±}κij±rij± ,
B±j (si,xi) ∶=∓nij± ×E±j . (17)
with
κij± ∶= 1 ± vj± ⋅ nij±, uij± ∶= nij± ± vj±. (18)
Still in Eq. (17), γj± ∶= (1 − v2j±)−1/2 while rij± is the
distance in light-cone, rij± ∶= ∣xi−xj±∣, and the unit vector
nij± ∶= (xi−xj±)/rij± points from the advanced/retarded
position xj± to the position xi. The vanishing of the
second term on the right-hand-side of (13) imposes four
continuity conditions at each grid point, henceforth the
4Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions12 of continuity of
partial momenta and partial energies
P i ∶= ∂Li
∂vi
and Ei ∶= −∂Li
∂t˙i
. (19)
Using definition (19) with Eq. (3) yields the partial mo-
mentum
P i ∶= mivi√
t˙i − v2i −
vj−
2rij−(t˙j− − nij− ⋅ vj−)
− vj+
2rij+(t˙j+ + nij+ ⋅ vj+) , (20)
and the partial energy
Ei ∶= mit˙i√
t˙i − v2i −
t˙j−
2rij−(t˙j− − nij− ⋅ vj−)
− t˙j+
2rij+(t˙j+ + nij+ ⋅ vj+) . (21)
Defining the right and left limits of the partial mo-
menta/energies at each breaking point by Pr1, P
l
1, E
r
2 and
El2, respectively, the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner condi-
tions can be expressed at each grid point s = sµ by
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∆P1 ∶= Pr1 −Pl1 = 0,
∆P2 ∶= Pr2 −Pl2 = 0,
∆E1 ∶= Er1 −El1 = 0,
∆E2 ∶= Er2 −El2 = 0.
(22)
III. SHOOTING PROBLEM AND
WEIERSTRASS-ERDMANN CORNER CONDITIONS
The shortest-length boundary value problem occurs
when event L− is in the future light-cone of event O+,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Again, for boundaries with a
smaller than the minimum time-separation illustrated in
Fig. 2, the boundary-segments would interact in light-
cone, an absurd.
For shortest-length boundary conditions, points x2−
and x1+ fall each on a past/future boundary segment (il-
lustrated in red in Fig. 2), and therefore are given func-
tions of the running positions x2 and x1, thus reducing
the Wheeler-Feynman equations to a two-point boundary
problem for an ODE, as explained in the following.
The Wheeler-Feynman equations of motion (15) can
be expressed as11
miγiai = ei
2
[(vi ⋅E−j )(nij− − vi) + (1 − vi ⋅ nij−)E−j
− (vi ⋅E+j )(nij+ + vi) + (1 + vi ⋅ nij+)E+j ], (23)
t
Lï L+
x
x1
x2ï
x1+
x2
O+Oï LB
OA
FIG. 2. Sketch of the space-time diagram for the boundary
value problem with shortest-length boundaries. The varia-
tional problem is to find trajectories x1(t), for t ∈ [tOA , tL−]
(solid blue line), and x2(t), for t ∈ [tO+ , tLB ] (solid green
line), which match continuously with the boundary-segments
x2(t) with t ∈ [tO− , tO+] and x1(t) with t ∈ [tL− , tL+]. The
event O+ is in the past light-cone of L−. Dashed and solid
black lines connect points that are in the light-cone condition
(either past or future).
where the fields E±j can be re-arranged using (18) as
E±j (ti,xi)= uij±γ2j±κ3ij±r2ij± + (nij± ⋅ aj±)uij±κ3ij±rij± − aj±κ2ij±rij± . (24)
The linear dependence of the E±j on the accelerations aj±
allows the use of a (simpler) matrix form
E±j (ti,xi) = Dij±uij± +Bij±aj±, (25)
where
Dij± ∶= ej1
γ2j±κ3ij±r2ij± , and Bij± ∶= ej[uij±n
⊺
ij± − κij±1]
κ3ij±rij± .
(26)
Further using (18), Eq. (23) thus becomes
miγiai =K−ijE−j +K+ijE+j , (27)
where
K±ij ∶= ei
2
[u±ijv⊺i + κ±ij1]. (28)
We can isolate the accelerations a1 and a2 from Eqs.
(23) with i = 1,2, yielding an algebraic-differential equa-
tion
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(M1M21 −A+12A−21)a1 =A+12F+1 +M2F−2 ,(M1M21 −A−21A+12)a2 =A−21F−2 +M1F+1 , (29)
5where we have defined the matrices
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
F−2 ∶=K−12(D12−u12−+B12−a2−)+K+12(D12+u12+),
F+1 ∶=K+21(D21+u21++B21+a1+)+K−21(D21−u21−),
(30)
and Mi ∶=miγi, A+12 ∶=K+12B12+ and A−21 ∶=K−21B21−.
If one can invert the matrices on the left-hand-side of (29)
locally, the algebraic differential equation (29) reduces to
an ODE.
In order to be able to invert the matrices on the left-
hand-side of (29),
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
G12 ∶= (M1M21 −A+12A−21),
G21 ∶= (M1M21 −A−21A+12), (31)
we restrict to boundary-segments satisfying
M1M2 ≫ 1
r12+r12−κ312+κ312− . (32)
For example, along small perturbations of segments of
circular orbits with large radii, rij± ≫ 116, condition (32)
holds.
Notice that the running accelerations in (29) are each
defined respect to a different independent time variable,
i.e., a1 ≡ d2x1/dt21 and a2 ≡ d2x2/dt22+, where t2+(t1)
is defined by the implicit-function theorem and the fu-
ture light-cone relation (1). The derivative dt2+/dt1 is
obtained by taking a derivative of (1) piecewise, yielding
λ12+ ∶= dt2+
dt1
= (1 + n12+ ⋅ v1)(1 + n12+ ⋅ v2+) . (33)
Last, if (32) holds we can define the vector fields
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
H12 ∶= G−112(A+12F+1 +M2F−2),
H21 ∶= G−121(A−21F−2 +M1F+1), (34)
and transform (29) into the following non-autonomous
ODE
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
v˙1 =H12(t1,x1,v1,x2,v2),
v˙2 = λ12+(t1)H21(t1,x1,v1,x2,v2),
x˙1 = v1,
x˙2 = λ12+(t1)v2,
(35)
with the two-point boundary conditions
x1(tOA) = xOA , x1(tL−) = xL− ,
x2(tO−) = xO− , x2(tLB) = xLB , (36)
thus defining a two-point boundary problem. The factor
λ12+ in Eq. (35) insures the running positions satisfy the
t1-explict condition (1), thus arriving at the end-point
with x2(tLB) in the future light-cone of x1(tL−) (the sec-
ond column of boundary condition (36)).
We solve the two-point boundary problem (35) and
(36) with a shooting method that searches initial veloci-
ties v1(tOA), v2(trO−) at initial positions xOA , xO− such
that the initial value problem terminates at the specified
end-points xL− , xLB .
To define the map for the shooting method, we con-
sider that position X ≡ [x1,x2]⊺ at time tL− depends on
the initial velocity V ≡ [v1,v2]⊺, i.e. X = X(tL− ,V),
and linearize about some reference initial velocity, V0 ≡[v10,v20]⊺, yielding
X =X0 + Js0(V −V0). (37)
Restricted to small perturbations of circular boundary
segments, the velocity is a constant at O(1/r12). The
shooting method is used with (37) to numerically calcu-
late matrix Js0 and vector X0 for the perturbed bound-
ary data. For that we solve seven initial value prob-
lems (35) for the shooting map (37). The seven initial
velocities V are used with the same small perturbation
of boundary segments from a large radius circular orbit,
defined as follows; (a) we start with the velocity of the
unperturbed circular orbit, for which the second term on
the right-hand-side of (37) vanishes, thus calculating the
constant X0 within the numerical precision, and (b) we
perturb each of the six components of the initial velocity
away from the circular orbit’s velocity V0, one compo-
nent at a time. We further solve Eq. (37) for V, sub-
stitute V0 by V and solve again the seven initial value
problems (35) to find the new X0 and Js0. This iterative
process results in the following map
Vk =Vk−1 + J−1sk(Xk −Xk−1), (38)
with k = 1,2, ... and Xk = [xL− ,xLB ]⊺. If for each itera-
tion k the matrix Jsk is well conditioned and the map (38)
converges, these velocities solve the two-point boundary
problem given by (35) and (36) within the numerical er-
ror.
The condition number of the shooting matrix depends
on the stability of the initial value problem15 and with
generic boundary segments one may not be able either
to invert matrix Jsk or to find a unique solution or any
solution for map (38). As we show next, for small per-
turbations of circular orbits of large radii the boundary
value problem is well-posed in a local subspace of bound-
ary segments, matrix Jsk is well conditioned and iteration
(38) converges. In general, we expect the orbital veloci-
ties at points O+ and L− to be different from the velocity
on the boundary segments, and thus discontinuous.
In Theorem 1 we analyze the condition of matrix Jsk
and the convergence of map (38) for boundary-segments
near segments of circular orbits of large radii.
6Theorem 1 Let xSi (t) ∈ R3 and vSi (t) ∈ R3, denote the
positions and velocities along a doubly circular orbit16,
and xhi (t) ∈ R3 be the boundary-segments for i = 1,2.
Assume the xhi (t) are C2 and in a neighborhood of cir-
cular orbits with large radii, r12 ≫ 1. Then the two-point
boundary problem posed by ODE (35) with boundary con-
ditions (36) has a unique solution that can be found using
the shooting method.
Proof. The positions are given by the integral
X(tL−) =X(tOA) + ∫ tL−
tOA
V(t)dt, (39)
and for boundary segments near circular orbits with large
radii, the velocity V(t) is almost constant because the
acceleration falls at the most as 1/r12, as can be found
by inspecting (23) and (24). Notice that for near-circular
boundary data of the shortest type the time span of the
circular flight is so short that the trajectories are almost
straight lines.
Using the above we have the approximation
X(tL−) ≅X(tOA) +V∆t. (40)
where ∆t = tL− − tOA , X(tOA) = [xS1 (tOA),xS2 (tOA)]⊺,
X(tL−) = [xS1 (tL−),xS2 (tL−)]⊺ and V is a constant vector.
Approximating V by the initial circular velocity V0 =[vS1 (tOA),vS2 (tOA)]⊺ yields
X0 =X(tOA) +V0∆t (41)
and Eqs. (40) and (41) yield
X =X0 +∆t(V −V0). (42)
Comparing (42) with (37) yields (37) with Js0 = ∆t1,
where ∆t is the time span and 1 the 6×6 identity matrix.
Therefore matrix Js0 has a well-conditioned inverse and
the unique solution depends continuously on the bound-
ary segments and initial velocities, i.e., a well-posed
shooting method (38). ∎
When the continuous boundary-segments are only
piecewise C2 and have velocity discontinuities, one has to
stop the integration of ODE (35) at all breaking points to
satisfy the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions (22),
as follows.
For boundary segments with pre-specified jumps, the
Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions (22) form an
overdetermined system of 8 equations for the 6 veloci-
ties vr1, v
r
2 to continue the orbit on the right-hand-side
of each discontinuity point. The former shows that for
generic boundary segments the solution may not even
exist.
In order to describe boundary segments that do have
solutions with nontrivial discontinuous velocities, we in-
clude as variables two components of each right-velocity
along each boundary segment, vr2−, vr1+, which have not
been used until the corner point. Next we show that
such augment of the set of variables must be made very
carefully.
The above described augment generates an underde-
termined nonlinear system having 8 equations and 12
variables,
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∆P1(vr1,vr2,vr1+,vr2−) = 0,
∆P2(vr1,vr2,vr1+,vr2−) = 0,
∆E1(vr1,vr2,vr1+,vr2−) = 0,
∆E2(vr1,vr2,vr1+,vr2−) = 0,
(43)
where the superscripts l, r denote the left-limit and right-
limit of the velocities at the breaking points. Defining
the velocity jumps ∆vi ∶= vri − vli, the vector of jumps
v¯ ∶= (∆v1,∆v2,∆v1+,∆v2−)⊺ and the local value of the
continuous vector d ∶= (Pl1,Pl2,El1,El2)⊺ we can rewrite
Eq. (43) as
F(v¯) = d. (44)
Equations (20) and (21) are analytic functions of the
velocities, thus yielding a locally convergent Taylor
series for F(v¯) in powers of the jump vector v¯ ∶=(∆v1,∆v2,∆v1+,∆v2−)⊺. Expanding about some veloc-
ity v¯0 yields
F(v¯0) + J¯0(v¯0)(v¯ − v¯0) +O(∣v¯ − v¯0∣2) = d. (45)
Defining f¯0 ≡ d−F(v¯0), we obtain at lowest order a linear
system of 8 equations for 12 variables,
J¯0(v¯0)(v¯ − v¯0) = f¯0. (46)
Next we analyze the linear system (46) for near-circular
boundary segments of large radii. The idea is to choose
four of the twelve variables on the left-hand-side of (46)
as independent variables to be placed on the right-hand
side of (46). The system thus generated should have an
invertible linear 8 × 8 matrix with maximum row rank
on the left-hand-side, yielding a unique solution for the
eight “slave variables” on the left-hand-side, i.e.,
J0(v0)(v − v0) = f0. (47)
Vector f0 ≡ d−F(v0) on the right-hand-side of (47) should
depend on the four independent variables, and for a non-
trivial discontinuity, f0 must be nonzero.
We solve (46) for v using the following iterative pro-
cess. Starting from the solution v of linear system (47),
7we replace v0 by v and recalculate J0(v0) and f to find
the next iterate v by (47), thus generating the following
map
vk+1 = vk + J−1k (vk)fk, (48)
with k = 0,1,2, . . . and fk ≡ d −F(vk).
Theorem 2 gives an example where linear system (47)
has a well conditioned matrix J0 on the left-hand-side
and a nonzero f0, thus determining a unique solution to
(43) by iterating map (48).
Theorem 2 Let (xSi (t),vSi (t)) ∈ R3 denote positions
and velocities along a doubly circular orbit16, and(xhi (t),vhi (t)) ∈ R3 be the C2 boundary-segments in a
neighbourhood of circular orbits with large radii, r12 ≫ 1,
for i = 1,2 and with vh2 (t) along the xˆ axis and vh1 (t)along
the −xˆ axis. Then we can choose the x and z compo-
nents of ∆vh1 (t) and ∆vh2 (t) as independent variables.
The reduced linearized problem for the remaining (slave)
variables v ≡ (∆v1,∆v2,∆vy1+,∆vy2−)⊺ is an inhomoge-
neous linear system given by (48) with a well-conditioned
matrix Jk, yielding a unique solution to Eq. (43).
Proof. For the above described near-circular orbits
with a large inter-particle separation, r12± ≡ r ≫ 1,
and low velocities, vr1± = vr2± ≡ vr ≪ 1, we have
n12+ ≈ ey, n12− ≈ ey, vr2− = vrex, n21+ ≈ n21− = −ey,
vr1+ = −vrex. The linearized expansion (47) evaluated
in the limit of large radii where trajectories are ap-
proximated by straight lines near v0 = 0 yields f0 =− 1
2r
(∆vx2−,0,∆vz2−,∆vx1+,0,∆vz1+,0,0)⊺ and
J0 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
m1 0 0 − 12r 0 0 0 0
0 m1 0 0 − 12r 0 − 12r 0
0 0 m1 0 0 − 12r 0 0− 1
2r
0 0 m2 0 0 0 0
0 − 1
2r
0 0 m2 0 0 − 12r
0 0 − 1
2r
0 0 m2 0 0−m1vr1 0 0 0 12r 0 − 12r 0
0 1
2r
0 m2v
r
2 0 0 0 − 12r
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (49)
Matrix J0 is well-conditioned and one can calculate
the next iterate vk+1 using map (48) with k = 1.
For a continuous dependence on boundary data, veloc-
ity discontinuities in histories can be chosen arbitrarily
in the subspace of independent discontinuity variables,(∆vx1+,∆vx2−,∆vz1+,∆vz2−). Thus restricted, matrix Jk is
invertible and the unique solution for the slave variables
v ≡ (∆v1,∆v2,∆vy1+,∆vy2−)⊺ depends continuously on
the boundary data and on (∆vx1+,∆vx2−,∆vz1+,∆vz2−) and
the unique solution to (43) is given by the fixed point of
map (48). ∎
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The family of circular orbits16 with angular velocity ω
and radius ri = vi/ω, with i = 1,2, can be parametrized
by the retardation angle11 θ. The light-cone time τ for
light to travel the inter-particle distance is related to the
constant retardation angle of the circular orbit by11 τ =
θ/ω. In the limit of small θ, the circular radii are given
by ri = 1/(miθ2) for i = 1,2 and the constant angular
frequency is ω =m1m2θ3/(m1 +m2)11.
Our first numerical experiment uses boundary data
given by a continuous perturbation of circular orbit’s seg-
ments with θ = 0.77 for m1 = 1 and m2 = 2, henceforth
boundary data (I). The perturbed boundary segments
include a velocity discontinuity in the middle of the his-
tories, i.e., are only piecewise C2. The numerical solution
is calculated with a shooting method that solves each ini-
tial value problem (35) with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method, as described in Section (III). When the integra-
tion reaches the breaking point the Runge-Kutta inte-
grator is halted and we solve the Weierstrass-Erdmann
corner conditions using the linear solution (47) as initial
guess for the function fsolve of MatLab R2011a.
In Fig. 3 we show the trajectories of the particles,
history segments in red and numerically calculated tra-
jectories in black and blue lines. In Fig. 4 we show the
components of the velocity of particle 1 and Fig. 5 shows
the components of the velocity of particle 2. Notice that
the numerically calculated solutions have discontinuous
velocities at points O+ and L− (which is a generic fea-
ture of the shortest-lenght boundaries) and at one extra
pair of points in light-cone and along each trajectory as
caused by the breaking point in histories.
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FIG. 3. Trajectories for boundary data (I) having a single velocity-
discontinuity point and in a neighbourhood of the a circular orbit
with θ = 0.77, for m1 = 1 and m2 = 2. Trajectory of particle 1 (solid
blue line) and the future history segment 1 (solid red line). Trajec-
tory of particle 2 (solid black line) and the past history segment 2
(solid red line). Arbitrary units.
In our second numerical experiment the boundary seg-
ments are given by a C2 perturbation of circular orbit’s
segments with θ = 0.077 for m1 = 1 and m2 = 10, hence-
forth boundary data (II). The perturbed boundary seg-
ments have no velocity discontinuity in the history seg-
ments. The numerical solution in again calculated with
a shooting method that solves each initial value problem
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FIG. 4. Velocity of charge 1 for boundary data (I), having one
breaking point and given by perturbation in a neighbourhood of
the circular orbit with θ = 0.77, m1 = 1 and m2 = 2. Arbitrary
units.
FIG. 5. Velocity of charge 2 for boundary data (I), having one
breaking point and given by perturbation in a neighbourhood of a
circular orbit with θ = 0.77, m1 = 1 and m2 = 2. Arbitrary units.
(35) with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, as de-
scribed in Section (III). In Fig. 6 we show the trajectories
of the particles, history segments in red and numerically
calculated trajectories in black and blue lines. Last, Fig.
7 shows the components of the velocity of particle 1 and
Fig. 8 shows the components of the velocity of particle
2. Notice that for our second experiment the numerically
calculated solutions have velocity discontinuities only at
points O+ and L−.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
We studied the variational boundary value problem
of the electromagnetic two-body problem with shortest-
length boundary-segments in a neighbourhood of circu-
lar orbits with large inter-particle separations, rij ≫ 1.
The Wheeler-Feynman equations reduce to a two-point
boundary problem, (35) and (36). For this case the ini-
tial value problem given by (35) is well-posed and the
solution is unique (Theorem 1). We observed that the
shooting method converged even for some perturbations
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FIG. 6. Trajectories for boundary data (II) given by a C2 per-
turbation of a circular orbit with θ = 0.077, m1 = 1 and m2 = 10.
Trajectory of particle 1 (solid blue line) and the future history seg-
ment 1 (solid red line). Trajectory of particle 2 (solid black line)
and the past history segment 2 (solid red line). Arbitrary units.
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FIG. 7. Numerically calculated velocity of charge 1 for boundary
data (II) given by a C2 perturbation of a circular orbit with θ =
0.077, m1 = 1 and m2 = 10. Arbitrary units.
of circular orbits with radii rij ≈ 0.5 and having relativis-
tic velocities vi ≈ 0.9, provided that ∣nij± ⋅ vj±∣ ≈ 0.3.
The shooting problem uses up all the initial-velocity
freedoms and the occurrence of discontinuous velocities
at points O+ and L− is expected even for C2 pertur-
bations of circular-orbit segments (i.e., without break-
ing points in histories). We have also shown exis-
tence of solutions with discontinuous velocities for near-
circular boundary-segments having discontinuous veloci-
ties in histories. For boundary-segments with continuous
velocities, trajectories may still have discontinuous veloc-
ities satisfying Eq. (43) for inter-particle separation in
the nuclear magnitude r12 ≃ 1/√m1m2, a case described
by the algebraic-differential equation (29).
Situations where velocity discontinuities necessarily
occur are (a) one of the boundary-segments has discon-
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FIG. 8. Velocity of charge 2 for boundary data (II) given by a C2
perturbation of a circular orbit with θ = 0.077, m1 = 1 and m2 = 10.
Arbitrary units.
tinuous velocities, for example ∆v1+ = 0 and ∆v2− ≠ 0.
In this case Eq. (43) necessarily predicts ∆v1 ≠ 0 and
∆v2 ≠ 0 and (b) both boundary-segments have discon-
tinuous velocities, ∆v1+ ≠ 0 and ∆v2− ≠ 0. For this case,
Eq. (43) also predicts ∆v1 ≠ 0 and/or ∆v2 ≠ 0.
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